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rather different: although project managers plan projects with a phase-oriented 
model in mind they often adopt an evolutionary approach during project execution. 
A major strength of the book-and there are many strengths-is that it provides 
a convincing demonstration that formal methods of software development and 
prototyping are symbiotic. Formal specifications are difficult to read, impossible for 
the customer to understand and execution of such a specification offers a viable 
way of overcoming a problem for which the formal methods community has still 
to come up with an adequate solution- 
In the formal methods community there are two camps who express criticism of 
combining formal methods and prototyping. in the first camp are those who regard 
prototyping as the work of the devil: usually the members of this camp are converts 
who, in their zealotry, reject much that is good in nonformal software engineering. 
Happily, this camp is in a minority- although still quite a substantial one. The 
second camp are those who have genuine worries that in striving for executability, 
much of the mathematical power of a specification notation is diminished. This 
book will not convince the former; I suspect that, although I have some reservations 
about how me too is used, it might convince the latter. 
Another strength of the book is the quality of the case studies. These are not 
small or unrealistic, but represent software which is close to that used to solve 
industrial problems. A further strength of the book is its quality of exposition. Before 
receiving this book 1 had reviewed three books which varied from the totally 
unreadable to the quite unreadable. It came as a pleasant surprise to find a book 
which was so approachable-particularly as the subject matter could have been 
treated rather stodgily. 
TO sum up I wouid regard this book as an excellent contribution to both the 
prototyping literature and the formal methods literature. It is the best description 
of the executable specification approach to prototyping that has yet been published. 
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The interjke description language ( IDL) is a language for describing data structures, 
typical applications being in the area of compiler construction-though certainly 
not exclusively. There is also an IDL toolkit including an IDL translator generating 
C and Pascal code from IDL, an assertion checker, and several other tools. The 
toolkit may be obtained from UniPress Software. Snodgrass’ book explains the ILL 
language, its rationale, it use, the toolkit and many details of the construction of 
this toolkit. Many examples are given throughout the book and since both the 
language and the toolkit are quite complex, this may explain why the book has 
61% 9 pages. This book presents an engineering approach to software construction 
and documentation. It certainly is not about the mathematical foundations of data 
type specification. 
The data structures described by IDL can be kept in main memory of a computer 
and then they can be viewed as syntax trees, attributed syntax trees or (better) 
attributed syntax graphs. They can also be written to file (or passed by pipes) in a 
so-called external representation. The external representation is important because 
it serves as a high-level communication means between tools; in the external 
representation there is much more structure than just “sequence of bytes” and IOL 
is a means to describe and document hat structure-an issue sometimes known as 
semantic tool integration. 
The IDL language is based on concepts that come with an object-oriented ter- 
minology such as “nodes,” “classes,” “derivation,“. “refinement,” “process,” and 
“invariant.” At the same time, these terms are used in a rather lot-specific way; 
e.g. a “class” can be understood as a kind of Pascal variant record whereas an 
“invariant” turns out to be a kind of global data structure of a process. The IDL 
language and its concepts are explained in detail in the book by an incremental 
approach, employing many (sometimes large) examples. Throughout the book, 
examples play an important role and often the style of explanation is informal. In 
particular, there is no formal language definition or a denotational semantics. 
Except classes, nodes and some basic data types ( BooIeun, Integer, Rational, 
String) there are also other built-in data types such as sets and sequences. At some 
places in the book (e.g. page 98: “IDL Supports Arbitrary Data Structures”) it is 
suggested that the data types supported by IDL are sufficient for ail purposes; at 
other places this claim is weakened (e.g. page 11 I: “Sets and sequences of sets or 
sequences are not permitted” and page 126 where there is a bibliographic note 
“Lamb [ 19861 has also suggested a new type constructor, maps, to be added to the 
four already present in IDL . . .“). 
When using IDL it is necessary to know many details of the mapping from IDL 
to Pascal or C. Many applications require specification of the data structures in IDI.. 
but require programming the algorithms at the Pas+4 or C 2 s=” v Ye following 
remark, which happened to strike me, is illustrating (page 45): “Booleon 1s mapped 
to char, taking on the values 0 (False) and 1 ( True).” This i-emark is typical for the 
amount of detail that is relevant. Also the classical problems of name/keyword 
clashes at the target-language l vel get attention. A class name ewr at JDL level 
gives rise to a tag field Eexpr of type Qexpr as part of a Pascal record Rexpr etcetera- 
There are 19 such prefixes that play a roie in translating IDL to C. on some occasions 
I could not escape the impression that these translation issues already Play a rofe 
at the IDL level; e.g. when discussing the mapping from IDL to C at page 1% the 
108 
IIJL example contains a clause 
constant ::= integer_constant/real constant. 
On the other hand, when discussing the mapping from IDL to Pascal at page 181, 
the SDL example contains a class 
constant ::= IntegerConstant 
An interesting question, which could have deserved more discussion, is how 113~ 
and its toolkit can be combined with other language processing tools such as GAG 
and CX; (Cornell synthesizer generator). Some of the examples show that there is 
no problem in combining It>a_ with lex and yacc, but it is not clear what happens 
when ux is combined with tools which bring their own mechanisms for describing 
data structures. But maybe Il>t is not meant to be combined with tools like GAG 
etc. in that way and maybe the question should be put the other way around: Is it 
an option that a next generation of tools like GAG and <-SG are based on the standards 
proposed by lot! 
I would recommend the book to those software engineers involved in the construc- 
tion of too/sets containing parsers, code generators, type checkers, cross-reference 
generators, picture generators, formatters, structure editors etc. Of course there are 
alternative approaches to the construction and the interconnection of such tools; 
ItIt. is worth considering as an option. There is a kind of default option, which is 
not to adopt a documented and more or less standardized approach (as 1 m is) and 
instead to re-invent many issues settled by Int_, establishing some local standard; 
the amount of work involved in this default option is easily underestimated-cf. 
Snodgrass’ 615 pages. Yet I happen to know several occasions where the local 
software engineers took the default option. I think this proves that ux fills a 
need. 
I would also recommend that researchers in the area of specification languages 
and of generator tools have a look at the book for the following reason: the IDL 
book illustrates how much work of aa engineering nature still must be done when 
the basic principles have been sorted out already. The basic principles of IDL are 
straightforward: to have a single language for describing data structures, abstracting 
away somewhat from the peculiarities of Pascal and C and to have WZW: +a: “r; 
mapping these specifications to either Pascal, C or to external (fi:e) formats. Yet it 
requires a quite complex language and toolkit to convert these basic principles into 
an engineering approach. 
The book consists of the following parts: Part I: Two Introductory Examples; 
Part IF: Language Definition; Part III: A Cross-Referencer; Part IV: Example: The 
IDL Translator and Part V: Appendices. As a whole, the book is impressive. Reading 
it completely is probably only worthwhile for software developers actually using 
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IIX and having obtained the II‘ :, toolkit. Reading parts of the book is recommended 
to a wider audience-as explained before. 
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The theme of this book is that traditional methods of requirements analysis- 
functional decomposition, de Marco and Gane and Sarson dataflow diagrams, and 
information modelling-have failed. An object-oriented approach is better. The 
book describes the authors’ technique: object-oriented analysis (OOA). It also 
contains chapters on CASE :ools foi OOA and on the transition from analysis to 
design. and two appendices: one recapitulates the key points of OOA, and the other 
discusses how to map OOA to DOD Std 2l67A. 
Object-Oriented Ana!mis has five major steps: identifying Objects; identifying 
Structures; defining Subjects; ,;fining Attributes; and defining Services. Here an 
Object is a type or class; a Structure is a classification structure (type hierarchy) or 
assembly structure; a Subject is a grouping of Structures and Objects for ease of 
understanding; an Attribute is a data element used to describe an instance of an 
Object; and a Service is the processing to be performed by an instance of an Object 
on receipt of a message. The resulting model is then presented and reviewed in five 
major “layers”: Subject, Object, Wucture, Attri4ute, and Service. 
All of these notions, except Subject, are taken directly from object-oriented 
programming in the Smalltalk style, and the second chapter of the book, “Experienc- 
ing an Object Perspective** contains a brief and superficial account of Smalltalk. 
Unfortunately, everything in the book is brief and superficial. The explanations 
raise more questions than they answer; the sample problems are treated in a very 
perfunctory manner, and leave the reader puzzled and frustrated. The illustrative 
examples do not disperse the resulting haze. For example, services are specified 
using “shall” (an observable requirement), “will” (something that v! tfl hsppen but 
is not under control of the system), and the present &etlae (tn all other ca;%:s): but 
the examples given do not seem to follow this rule and contain n”3 %&ration of 
the use of the present ense. 
The superficiality of content is reflected in the writing style. The first sentence of 
Chapter 1 is: “Systems analysis exhilarates and aggravates those who fall prey to 
its sfren song.” The Iasi sentence of the final appendix is: “Guard against letting 
the paperwork drive (and potentially overrun) the so very much needed strong 
engineering achievements” [sic J. 
